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100 Dreams – Preparation for Workshop	

What do you want in Life? 

The following questions help us to understanding that we all have a 
multitude of thoughts and desires fighting for recognition and importance. 
The first step in choosing which ones you want to engage in is to get them 
out of your head and onto paper.  They can encompass every area of your 
life – health, finances, home or office, personal or spiritual growth. 

As you go through this exercise, begin a list of POSSIBLE goals for yourself. 
These do not have to be accomplished in a year, or even within your lifetime.  
Do not consider whether they’re realistic or specific or fit any of the other 
“goal rules” you’ve been taught.  

Compile a list of as many things as you can think of in each section 
and then when you’re ready, move on to the next. If you run out of 
space on each sheet, use the back of the page to add more goals or 
dreams. The idea is to come up with as many items as you can think 
of. You might want to start the exercise and then add to it as you 
think of new things.  

If you find it hard to answer any of the questions, feel free to skip it 
and move to the next questions.  
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1. “Should” Goals  

We all have things we think we “should” do in order to make the most of life.  

•  What goals “should” you pursue in the next year?  

•  What goals would make you “a better person” physically, mentally, 
emotionally or spiritually if you accomplished them?  
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2.     Logical “Next Step” Goals  

Often, the goals we pursue are simply natural progressions from the ones 
we have been pursuing in the past …  

•  What do you feel are the sensible, reasonable, responsible objectives for 
you to go after next?  

•  What did you do last year that you would like to do more of this year?  

•  What else can you do this year that will build on what you have already 
accomplished?  
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3.     “We have been there before” Goals  

What are the goals you wanted to achieve last year … and the year before 
that … and the year before that but never quite got round to doing it?  

Complete the following sentence:  

•  This year I’m finally going to …  
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4.     “Somebody Else’s” Goals  

In this section make a list of all the goals you carry around that were handed 
to you by someone else. This is not to say you don’t share others’ 
aspirations for you or that you must fulfill them. It’s simply valuable to note 
the role that other people’s intentions have in shaping your life. Fill in the 
blanks below to get you started:  

•  My father / mother always wanted me to …  

•  Everyone has always expected me to …  

•  My partner / spouse / friends really wish I would …  
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5.     “Deep” Wants  

In these next few categories, we’d like you to move away from the goals the 
mind tends to set and drop down into your heart. As you go through these 
categories, do your best to set aside all preconceived notions of what you 
could, should or would do and reflect quite simply on what you actually 
want, whether or not you think you can have it.  

•  What do you want more than anything else in the whole world?  

•  What do you dream or daydream about, even if you’ve never admitted it 
out loud before?  

•  What would be even better than that?  
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6.     Bucket List  

A bucket list is a list of things you want to do before you die.  

•  What are the top 10 (or more) things on your bucket list?  

•  What would you love to do?  

•  Where would you love to go?  

•  What would you love to be?  
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7.     Inspired Wants  

Who or what inspires you?  Do you have a hero or a role model (historical or 
current) that you look up to?  Is there a book or a movie that has moved 
you?  

•  What are you inspired to do?  

•  In what ways would you like to emulate your role model?  

•  What would you like to do that would inspire others to follow you?  
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8.     New Abilities  

Sometimes we are not able to fulfill our dreams because we lack a skill or 
some critical knowledge.  What abilities do you wish you had but are missing 
right now?  Don’t worry whether you have the time, talent or resources to 
acquire these skills, the objective is to get the ideas on to paper.  

•  What new skills would you like to master?  

•  What would you like to study and learn?  

•  What habits would you like to cultivate?  
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9.     “If Only” Goals  

Your life is what it is – but what if it wasn’t? Would you want different things 
than you find yourself wanting now?  

•  What wants of yours are followed immediately with:  

“ … but I can’t              ”  

“ … but I could never              ”  

“ … except I don’t have              ”  

•  If you removed the “if only”, what would you want?  

•  What would you want if only things were different?  
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10.   Relationships  

Some of our deepest wants involve others - partners, parents, children, 
friends, even our pets!  

•  What would you most love to do with those that you love?  

•  What would you like to do that would bring happiness to those you care 
for?  

•  Which relationships would you like to mend, improve or deepen?  
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NOTE: You can only complete sections 11 - 13 after Day 1 of the workshop.  

11.   “Core Process” Wants  

Now that you know your Core Process (the two words that describe why you 
are on this planet):  

•  What would you love to do more of which involves your Core Process?  

•  What new things would you like to start doing because of your Core 
Process?  
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12.   “Future Self” Wants  

Now that you have a sense of what your top strengths & values are:  

•  Who are you now?  You may find that you have little opportunity currently 
to use some of your top values & strengths – if so, what activities can you 
think of that would help you use these strengths more? (E.g. if one of your 
strengths was curiosity you might decide to take up a course in an area of 
interest.)  

•  Who are you becoming?  Are there any character strengths which are not 
in your top list that you would like to incorporate into your life?  Have a 
look at the list of VIA Character Strengths in the Participant Guide and 
identify 2 or 3 strengths that you would like to develop over the next 1-3 
years. The “Using Signature Strengths in New Ways” document can help 
you to think about how you might develop these strengths.  (E.g. If you 
wanted to develop gratitude you could start a gratitude journal and record 
2 or 3 things each week which you are grateful for in your life.)  
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13.   Happiness Revisited  

During the first day of the workshop, we learned that happiness has three 
distinct components – pleasure, engagement and purpose. (See Session 1 of 
your workbook.) What are your desires and dreams linked to these aspects 
of happiness?  

•  Pleasure – What would you like to do more of in the future that gives you 
pleasure today? What new pleasurable experiences would you like to 
explore in the future?  

•  Engagement – What do you do that makes you feel alive (focused, 
engaged, ‘in the zone’)? What would you like to do in the future that 
increases the time spent in activities that really engage you?  

•  Purpose – What do you do that gives your life meaning? What else would 
you like to do that would give significance to your life?  
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